**ANTICIPATING TEST QUESTIONS**

Possibly the most useful thing you can do is get better and better at predicting a given professor's test questions. Previous tests, if available (including, obviously, ones you've already taken), as well as the professor's emphasis in live lecture are the best sources of the professor's probable focus and style.

Course: __________________________________________________________

*Questions might come from information*

In both **lecture notes and textbooks**:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

In **lecture notes** only:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Written on the **chalkboard**:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

**Identified by professor as important**:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

In **textbook headings**:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

In textbook **chapter objectives or questions**:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

**From course terminology**:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________